Unleash enterprise
content to help power your
digital transformation
Are you making the most of your
enterprise content?
Doing so can mark the difference between being
a disruptor and being disrupted.

62%

of organizations
depend on file shares,
which trap content and make it
1
difficult to share.

Liberate your content,
maintain security

of enterprise IT
organizations will
2
commit to hybrid cloud by 2017.

80%

Bridge to cloud

39%

Enable anytime,
anywhere access

of businesses enable
some degree of mobile
access—only 11% describe it as
3
universal access across all staff.

61%

of companies have
no connection
4
between ECM and ERP.

ECM enables agile collaboration.

Leverage the agility, scalability
and cost-effectiveness of the cloud.

Customize the user experience, enabling
business users to work with content
anywhere, on devices of their choice.

Connect content to
line-of-business applications
The right ECM solution lets you integrate
with line-of-business applications without
coding so you can streamline processes
and stay competitive.

The time for digital transformation is now.
Don’t get left behind.
Leading companies are achieving business goals and overcoming
content-related challenges with cloud, social and ECM solutions.

50%

By 2018, 50% of organizations will
be managing their content using a
5
hybrid content architecture.

52%

Percentage of organizations
working toward company-wide
6
ECM capabilities.

2/3

Number of CEOs of Global 2000
enterprises that will have a digital
transformation at the center of their
7
corporate strategy by the end of 2017.

Maximize the value of your enterprise
content with IBM Content Foundation
Built on the IBM® FileNet® platform, IBM Content Foundation
enriches your ECM efforts, whether you are making the move
from company file shares or bringing together a range of
existing information environments.
Enhance collaboration and sharing
Streamline content workflows with extensive
document management and social capabilities
that support numerous document types.

Offer unified access to content
Provide a single point of access to multiple
repositories through virtual or physical
consolidation. Present a unified user experience
with the included IBM Content Navigator.

Deliver transactional and business content
Manage transactional and business content
together. Provide direct access to transactional
content with scale to help streamline analytics and
improve customer-facing processes.

Customize the experience
Simplify development of new content applications,
including mobile apps that provide ready access to
information across repositories. Create a custom
solution with APIs and the Content Navigator toolkit.

Build a bridge to the cloud
Take the first steps toward ECM or gain cloud
flexibility for your existing environment quickly
and cost-effectively with IBM Content Foundation
on Cloud.

A North American bank transforms its
processes with an IBM content platform
A large retail bank increased responsiveness to customers and
reduced costs by building on its ECM foundation. The new
IBM solution enabled business-driven use-case modeling and
fostered reusability, helping the bank to speed deployment of
process improvements throughout the enterprise. Here are
some of the benefits the bank realized:

70% ROI realized within 18 months of
implementation
1 to 3 minutes versus 1 to 3 days: Amount
of time it now takes to complete account
information updates
$500,000 annual savings from implementing
automated change validation processes and
eliminating manual processes

Learn more about
IBM ECM Platform offerings:
ibm.co/2eJjb0i
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